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(1) To	the	best	of	our	knowledge,	this	is	the	first	work	for	dense	video captioning	
with	only	video-level	sentence	annotations.	

(2) We	propose	a	novel	dense	video	captioning	approach,	which	models	visual	
cues	with	Lexical-FCN,	discovers	region-sequence	with	submodular	
maximization,	and	decodes	language	outputs	with	sequence-to-sequence	
learning.	Although	trained	with	weakly	supervised	signal,	it can produce
informative	and	diverse	captions.	

(3) We	evaluate	dense	captioning	results	by	measuring	the	performance	gap	to	
oracle	results,	and	diversity	of	the	dense	captions.	The	best	single	caption
outperforms	the	state-of-the-art	results	on	the	MSR-VTT	challenge significantly.

Contribution

We use	a	noisy-OR	formulation	to	combine	the	probabilities	that	the	individual	
instances	in	the	bag	are	negative:	

Lexical	FCN	Model	

Overview

Region-Sequence	Generation	

Diversity	of	Dense	Captions	

The	diversity	is	calculated	as:	

Visualization

Results on	MSR-VTT 2016 dataset	
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Informativeness of	a	region-sequence	is	defined	as	the	sum	of	each	region’s	
informativeness:	

Coherence aims	to	ensure	the	temporal	coherence	of	the	region-sequence,	
we	try	to	select	regions	with	the	smallest	changes	temporally,	and	define	
the	coherence	component	as:

Diversitymeasures	the	degree	of	difference	between	a	candidate	region-
sequence	and	all	the	existing	region-sequences, which is	defined	with	the	
Kullback-Leibler divergence	as:

Overview	of	our	Dense	Video	Captioning	framework.	In	the	language	model,	<BOS>	denotes	the	begin-of-sentence	tag	and	<EOS>	denotes	the	
end-of-sentence	tag.	We	use	zeros	as	<pad>	when	there	is	no	input	at	the	time	step.	

p̂i
w = P(yi

w = 1|Xi;θ ) = 1− (1− P(yi
w = 1| xij;θ ))

xij∈Xi

∏

We	define	the	loss	function	for	a	bag	of	instances.	As	each	bag	has	multiple	word	
labels,	we	adopt	the	cross- entropy	loss	to	measure	the	multi-label	errors:

Left: Diversity	score	of	clustered	ground-truth	captions	under	different	
cluster	numbers. Right: Diversity	score	comparison	of	our automatic	
method	(middle)	and	the	ground-truth.	

Visualization	of	learned	response	maps	from	the	last	CNN	layer	(left),	
and	the	corresponding	natural	sentences	(right).	The	blue	areas	in	the	
response	maps	are	of	high	attention,	and	the	region-sequences	are	
highlighted	in	white	bounding-boxes.	

Model METEOR BLEU@4 ROUGE-L CIDEr

ruc-uva 26.9 38.7 58.7 45.9

VideoLAB 27.7 39.1 60.6 44.1

Aalto 26.9 39.8 59.8 45.7

V2t_navigator 28.2 40.8 60.9 44.8

Ours 28.3 41.4 61.1 48.9

Ddiv =
1
n

(1− 〈
si , s j∈S;  i≠ j
∑ si ,s j 〉)

where S is	the	sentence	set	with	cardinality	n, and ⟨si, sj⟩ denotes	the	
cosine	similarity	between si and sj. 
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Video Ground-truth Descriptions:
1. 'a woman is taking a picture of children.'
2. 'a man involving three children.’
3. 'a group of people are looking at and taking 
pictures of a horse.'
4. 'a short clip showcasing a champion horse.'
5. 'a woman in a red blouse takes a picture.'
6. 'kids are in playful mood.'
7. 'kids are posing for a picture and being 
interviewed.'
8. 'lady taking pictures of horse.'

20. 'three man is describing a car.'

Feature	of	selected	regions	
1 x C x X x Y
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where θ is	the	model	parameters, N is	the	number	of	bags, yi is	the	label	vector	
for	bag Xi, and is	the	corresponding	probability	vector. 

where is	the	probability	when	word w in	the	i-th bag	is	positive. 
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Weakly	Supervised	Dense	Video	Captioning
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